Rules & Additional Information
Players must have a valid ID (21+) and casino players card to play in any event
Multi-day event tournament registration opens 2 hours prior to the start of the event
All other event registration will open 1 hour prior to event start
All CPC Events will be played 10 handed with the following exceptions
6-Max (6) Event # 17
9-handed Deepstack (9) Event # 13
CPC Main Event (9) Event # 20
Regular tournament every day @ 10a ~ $40 Except the Following Black Out Dates

Sunday 5/7
Sunday 5/21
Wednesday 5/24
Players are allowed to play multiple flights in multi day events, However no player can have more then
one (1) entry into a event at one time (No best stack forward)
Certificates for Seats in future events (Qualifier Tournaments / Points Race / ToC) are
Transferable with No Cash Option

Non-

*Event # 7 "Mississippi Mixed" is a "Dealers Choice Event" the player on the dealer button will select
the game to be played out of the following flop games
Holdem
Pineapple

Omaha
Crazy Pineapple

The Game can be selected "High" or "High Low (8 Qualifier)" Additionally there will be a option for a
Mississippi Straddle
In the event of a dead button, or a player not at his/her seat to choose the game, the game will default
to whatever game was played the previous hand
Dealer Button has Priority on the straddle & then moves backwards
The Straddle must by placed prior to the 1st card off the top of the deck
The Straddle must be exactly Double the big blind (and is treated as a 3rd blind)
Action begins Immediately after the Straddle
The Natural Blinds Cannot Straddle

*Event # 9 "Freezeout Deepstack" is limited to One(1) entry per player
*Event # 15 "3k Survivor" Tournament ends when the field reaches 10%. Cash and point Prizes will be
split evenly

On Multi Day events play will stop on the money bubble. The Tournament will move into "Hand for
Hand" The Tournament Clock will be stopped during this time, and 2 minutes per hand played will be
deducted from the Clock. In the event of losing 2 or more players at the same time, the cash prize will
be evenly split among the players that busted out

Each numbered tournament event (24 in Total) cash winners will earn points for the series. The point
structure is based on the prize pool for each event. The three(3) highest point earners at the end of the
series will receive automatic entries into the $2,500 High Roller event on 5/24. The top point earner
will also receive $1,000 cash. The top 20 in points after that will receive seats in the Tournament of
Champions on 5/23. The Final 7 players in the ToC will Receive $2,500 High Roller seats.
The Golden Gates Poker Room Observes all TDA rules except in instances that conflict with Colorado
Division of Gaming Law
303 582 2600 Ext 3519

